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Introduction

Breaking News

Dynamics of News Events and Social Media Reaction Mikalai Tsytsarau; Themis Palpanas; Malu Castellanos;

On August 25, earthquake in Napa (California) woke people up

‣The number of awake people was proportional to earthquake magnitude
‣It was also exponentially decreasing with time, like in a Poisson process
‣So.. can social media dynamics be modeled as a physical process?
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Sacramento, San Jose
San Francisco, Oakland
Napa, Sonoma
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Introduction
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Reconstructing event properties is difficult task:

‣Events importance is masked by the trend and overlapping events
‣Beginnings of events and their true longitudes are not observable
‣Events may have different dynamics in different sources / topics

iPad Search InterestAnnounced

US Sales

Global Sales New Year

iPad 2

US Sales

Figure 2: Some of the events identified by our system for “iPad”.

delay in circuits creates the “echo” effect, news and social media
tend to re-publish, cite, and discuss previous articles, extending this
activity over time. In this case, the peak intensity of publications
does not always coincide with the beginning of the event, or its
peak importance. To tackle these problems and recover the original
event importance, we employ deconvolution, which is a popular
technique for improving audio or image quality [3].

Based on this method, we are able to accurately measure events
importance and response dynamics, opening up the possibility to
evaluate their impact on sentiment evolution. The results obtained
by our study indicate the existence of different types of response
dynamics in Twitter, and reveal their impact on sentiment changes.

1.1 Motivating Scenarios and Examples
We would like to make the reader more familiar with our goals

by introducing the following use cases.
Example 1: Consider a search interest [9] time series extracted

from Google for the topic “iPad”, shown in Figure 2, blue. It fea-
tures a growing number of search queries overlaid with a series of
overlapping bursts of user interest, making it very hard to detect
news events. The output time series (Figure 2, red), processed us-
ing our method, demonstrates a more vivid event separation and
dynamics, making them easily detectable. Moreover, the output
time series appears without the global trend, which is processed
alongside the deconvolution. We note, that achieving the same ef-
fect is not possible by subtracting a moving average or by using
linear regression, since the presence of peaks in time series biases
the trend estimation.

Example 2: It is known, that response dynamics is often deter-
mined by events, and can be used to classify events by their impact
and expectedness [2, 5]. For example, in the time series shown in
Figure 3, we see that the death of Michael Jackson was so impact-
ing to media, that their response lasted for over a year. On the con-
trary, the interest to Harry Potter movies has usually a two-month
period of decay. Moreover, we observe that these events have dif-
ferent decay patterns (we further discuss this point later in the pa-
per). Our method has been designed to detect and analyze different
response dynamics, making suitable for cases like the above.

Example 3: Since its early announcement, Samsung’s “Galaxy
Tab” was regarded in social media as a very fine competitor to Ap-
ple’s “iPad”, receiving mostly positive sentiments. However, the
attitude of people dramatically changed to negative at the moment
when Samsung published the price for the device. By observing
the media reaction to these and other impacting news, it becomes
possible to predict changes in their opinion more rapidly, i.e., as
soon as we are able to recognize the establishing trend dynamics.

S(t) Raw sentiment time series ! (t) Random variable
s(t) Sentiment feature time series "() Correlation function
e(t) Event importance time series # (t) Dirac (pulse) function
n(t) News volume time series h(t) Heaviside (step) function
x(t) Aggregated (total) news volume $,# Lags between time series
rf (t) Response function of a user %(t) Importance decay function

mrf (t) Response function of entire media &0,' Response decay parameters

Table 1: Notations used in this paper.

Figure 3: Dynamics of Google Search volume for different topics.
Extracted event importance is shown as triangles (normalized).

1.2 Contributions
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that proposes a

principled modeling of news dynamics in various media and news
interaction with sentiments. Our main contributions are summa-
rized as follows.

• We analyze the existing models of publication dynamics, and
discuss their foundational principles.

• We model the dynamics of news volume as a convolution
between events importance and media response function.

• We develop a method for news events extraction, based on
deconvolution with automated parameter optimization.

• We assess several sentiment features for their correlation to
news events, and the possibility of predicting their changes.

Since our framework relies on deconvolution, it can accommo-
date various response functions, suitable for different cases. We
note that our method does not require describing the news publica-
tion dynamics using a differential equation. Moreover, it is possible
to automatically learn media response functions from the data.

2. FORMALISM
We summarize the most important notations used in our paper

in Table 1 and discuss them in Section 2.1. Following that, we
introduce our problems in Section 2.2.

2.1 Definitions
We are given a time series of numeric values, s(t), which is de-

rived from raw sentiments S(t) for a particular topic T and repre-
sents some sentiment feature or interestingness measure, e.g., con-
tradiction level [15]. These time series are shown in Figure 1 ( top),
where s(t) represents the contradiction level of raw sentiments S(t).
Along with the sentiment time series, we are given the news fre-
quency time series represented by n(t) (Figure 1, middle), and the
corresponding correlation function "(s,n), which takes both time
series as input parameters and computes a real-valued correlation
coefficient. We note that "(s,n) can be a special function adapted
for particular measures used to compute s(t) and n(t). For instance,
n(t) can be a rather bursty time series, where the notions of mean
value and deviations from the mean make no apparent physical
sense. Thus, it can be more effective in this case to consider a
correlation measure based on derivatives, or on bursts alignment.
Finally, we use the event importance time series e(t) to model event
dynamics, and response functions rf (t) and mrf (t) (represented in
Figure 1, bottom) to model social and news media behavior. We
describe these functions in more detail in Section 3.

Our goals:

‣Constructing robust model of publication dynamics
‣Extracting event importance by only observing the volume
‣Correlating impacting events to sentiment shifts 
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Method Highlights

‣We model social- and news media as a dynamic system,
taking events as input and outputting news publications

‣Output volume of publications depends on the shape of 
media response function mrf(t), different for various events

events e(t) volume n(t)

Social Media
mrf(t)

Dynamics of News Events and Social Media Reaction Mikalai Tsytsarau; Themis Palpanas; Malu Castellanos;
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Response Dynamics Model

‣The output of the system is modeled as the convolution between 
events importance series e(t) and media response function mrf(t)
‣Events importance e(t) is modeled as piecewise linear function: 
   events have buidup / decay rates, longitude and importance
‣We reconstruct e(t) and its parameters by deconvolution of n(t)

Dynamics of News Events and Social Media Reaction Mikalai Tsytsarau; Themis Palpanas; Malu Castellanos;
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Media Response Functions

linear hyperbolic exponential
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7.4. METHOD CHAPTER 7. DYNAMICS ANALYSIS

tion of the media: the likelihood (the temporal rate) of news publication is usually inversely
dependent on the number of news, which have been published previously on the same event.
Some external evidence which proves this assumption is shown in the Figure 7.2, where the
time series of keyword search popularity demonstrates exponential decaying of popularity.

To model this behavior, we propose using a family of normalized decaying functions, which
have the aggregated volume equal to 1.0 and which are defined on t > 0 using the Heaviside
step function h(t). For instance, these functions can be linear, hyperbolic or exponential, as
demonstrated in Figure 7.9.

mrf (t) =
!

2
!0
! 2t

!20

"

h(t)h(!0! t) (7.13)

mrf (t) = h(t)"!1!0

!

t+!0
!0

"!"
(7.14)

mrf (t) = 1
!0
e!t/!0h(t) (7.15)

Linear Response (7.13). In the case of a linear response, the probability of publishing on an
event linearly decreases with time, and the media cease publishing on events after the finite
cutoff time !0. Linear response is characterized by a constant rate of content generation, and
results in nearly linear dynamics of news volume for spike event shapes. Since this kind of
dynamics was observed by [6] for event buildups, we are interested in evaluating it on our data.

Exponential Response (7.15). For the exponential response, the decay is initially more rapid
than the linear, but becomes less pronounced towards the end, with the probability reaching 0 in
an infinite time. Here, !0 parameter is having the sense similar to half-life time of probability,
and the rate of probability decline is proportional to its current value.

Hyperbolic Response (7.14). In the hyperbolic (power law) response case, the probability fol-
lows a more pronounced decay than the exponential, decreasing very rapidly when the time
!0 is small, but having a long tail afterwards. Here, parameters " > 1 and !0 > 0 control the
sharpness of a response. Hyperbolic response is very interesting since it can reach infinity in
a constant time (unlike the exponential) and in the case of " " 1 its rate of decline is propor-
tional to the square of its current value. Curiously, this type of dependency is known to occur
in well-connected systems, where the response is proportional to the number of interactions
between individuals, opposed to exponential dynamics, where it is proportional to the number
of individuals.
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We evaluate the three media response functions:

‣ linear response decays in a finite time
‣ exponential response's decay is proportional to volume
‣ hyperbolic response's decay is proportional to squared volume

Dynamics of News Events and Social Media Reaction Mikalai Tsytsarau; Themis Palpanas; Malu Castellanos;
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Media Response Functions

linear hyperbolic exponential
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For Exponential Response (7.15), we integrate from 0 till infinity:

mr f (!) = 1
"0

! #
0 e!t/"0e! j!t dt = !1

1+ j!"0 e
!(1/"0+ j!)t |#0 = 1

1+ j!"0 (7.22)

For Hyperbolic Response (7.14), we substitute t = z/ j!!"0, obtaining the integral from j!"0
to #, which can be expressed through incomplete gamma function:

mr f (!) = ($!1)
"0

! #
0 ( t+"0"0

)!$e! j!t dt = ($!1)
j!"0

! #
j!"0 (

z
j!"0 )

!$e!z+ j!"0dz =

= ($!1)( j!"0)$!1e j!"0
! #
j!"0 z

!$e!zdz = %(1!$, j!"0)($!1)( j!"0)$!1e j!"0 (7.23)

Parameters Estimation

While n(t) can be directly measured and its derivative n"(t) can be estimated using numeric
methods, we still have to find the appropriate time constant "0, which is different for different
topics. To estimate this constant, we propose exploiting one of the following assumptions on
the shape of news event function e(t):
1) e(t) is a spike function, in which case: e(t) = &ki=1' (t! ti);
2) e(t) is a pulse function, in which case: e(t) = &ki=1 h(t! t "i)h(t ""i ! t);
In the first case, ti are the times of events, and ' (t) is Dirac’s delta function. In the second case,
t "i and t ""i indicate beginnings and endings of events, and h(t) is the Heaviside function. We note
that in both cases, the space in between events is empty. If t ""i is the ending of the previous event
and t "i+1 is the beginning of the next one, we have:

" t "i+1

t ""i
e(t)dt # 0 (7.24)

Since e(t) in the first case is most of the time equal to zero, we can write the following
equation for estimating "0 using linear regression:

n(t)+ "0 ·n"(t) = 0; "0 = !
Cov[n"(t),n(t)]
Var[n"(t)]

, (7.25)

where Cov[] is the covariance and Var[] is the variance. Although this estimate can be biased
to the higher side by e(t), it is computationally efficient and stable with regard to noise. In the
second case, the impact of e(t) can no longer be discarded, and thus other methods are needed.
For instance, we can apply an optimization method, which estimates "0 by minimizing the area
under the curve or, equivalently, maximizes " subject of constraints:

"0 = argmin"
#

" tb

ta
|n(t)+ "

d
dt
n(t)|dt

$

= argmax"
#

%

%

%

tb

ta
n(t)+ "

d
dt
n(t)$ 0

$

(7.26)
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Figure 7.12: Example time series from [75] with e(t) obtained by deconvolution.

e f (!) of the original series e f (t) by dividing Fourier coefficients of the observed series n f (t)
by the corresponding coefficients of the response function mr f (t). Then, we can obtain a time-
domain representation of e f (t) by performing an inverse Fourier transformation:

e f (t) = F!1{e f (!)} (7.20)

Fourier coefficients are expressed as complex numbers where j is imaginary one, j =
"
-1.

This component is responsible for a phase shift of signals, and is of a particular importance
to our application, since the shifting phase allows to determine the correct timing of an event.
Below, we obtain the analytical Fourier representations of the three example response functions
considered in our framework.

For Linear Response (7.13) we have an integral from 0 till "0:

mr f (!) =
! "0
0 ( 2"0 !

2t
"20

)e! j!t dt = 2
"0

! "0
0 e! j!tdt! 2

"20

! "0
0 te! j!t dt =

= ( 2t
j!"20

! 2
!2"20

! 2
!"0

)e! j!"0|"00 = 2
!2"20

(1! e! j!"0)+ 2
j!"0 (7.21)
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Convolution Theorem allows to deconvolve in the frequency domain: 
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Figure 7.11: Triangular event importance shapes and their convolution.

act analytical solution, providing an equation for deconvolution expressed through the function
of volume and its derivative [44]:

e(t) = n(t)+ !0
d
dt
n(t) (7.18)

However, this expression is not directly applicable on noisy data, since its second component
multiplies the first derivative of the volume function, which is themost heavily affected by noise.
This results in the output series e(t) having almost !0 times higher noise than the input series
n(t). A possible solution to this problem lies in applying the regression of input values before
determining their derivative. Another solution is to cut off all the high frequency components
of the signal, which, as we show later, can be seamlessly integrated to our framework.
Moreover, the deconvolution can be expressed in the closed functional form only for a lim-

ited number of response functions, while our framework is designed to support any kind of
finite integrable functions. Therefore, we take an approach to deconvolution, which relies on
the frequency domain analysis of the signals, as explained below.
Convolution theorem states, that Fourier transformation of a time-domain convolution of

two series is equal to a multiplication of their Fourier transformations in the frequency domain:

F{n(t)}= F{e(t)!mr f (t)}= F{e(t)} ·F{mr f (t)} (7.19)

According to this equation, for every cyclic frequency " , we can obtain Fourier coefficients
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Figure 7.12: Example time series from [75] with e(t) obtained by deconvolution.
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Deconvolution Method

Our method reconstructs events importance, longitude and delay:

‣ It automatically extracts peaks by tracking the derivative and volume
‣For every peak, the descending slope is analyzed using regression
‣Model's parameters are obtained by averaging peaks parameters
‣Following deconvolution, events are represented as linear shapes

Dynamics of News Events and Social Media Reaction Mikalai Tsytsarau; Themis Palpanas; Malu Castellanos;
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Evaluation

Experimental Setup

Meme dataset (Leskovec et al. 2009) 
contains social media phrases during US elections (Aug 2008 - Apr 2009)
‣We used volume time series of top 100 memes from the dataset
‣We processed volume using the granularity of 1/6 day with smoothing

Twitter dataset 
contains US tweets extracted for the period (Jul 2009 - Dec 2009)
‣We extracted 30 time series for most impacting events during that period
‣We processed the data using the granularity of 1/4 day and smoothing

We measured the accuracy of our models for these media as follows:

1. For every volume time series, we extracted peaks and mrf parameters
2. We deconvolved volume and approximated event importance as triangular
3. We convolved events series back, measuring RMSE versus the original 

Dynamics of News Events and Social Media Reaction Mikalai Tsytsarau; Themis Palpanas; Malu Castellanos;
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Evaluation

Meme Dataset

We compared accuracy of our model and meme model (Leskovec et al.)

‣Deconvolution parameters were fixed (!=0.8, !=2.0) for all time series

‣Meme model’s parameters were fitted using linear regression per peak
‣Meme model demonstrated the error of 0.22±0.09
‣Deconvolution model demonstrated the error of 0.11±0.09

Dynamics of News Events and Social Media Reaction Mikalai Tsytsarau; Themis Palpanas; Malu Castellanos;
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Evaluation

Meme Dataset

We observe good fitness of linear and hyperbolic response models

‣The average error of linear model was 0.03±0.06 (! = 0.5 day)
‣Hyperbolic model had almost equal error of 0.05±0.06 (! = 0.4, ! = 2.8)
‣Exponential model demonstrated worser error of 0.11±0.09 (! = 0.4)

Dynamics of News Events and Social Media Reaction Mikalai Tsytsarau; Themis Palpanas; Malu Castellanos;
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Evaluation

Twitter Dataset

In Twitter dataset, the linear model demonstrated the best performance

‣The average error of linear model was 0.06±0.06 (! = 2.5±0.9 day)
‣Hyperbolic model had higher error of 0.09±0.07 (! = 1.3, ! = 2.4)
‣Exponential model demonstrated the worst error of 0.10±0.07 (! = 1.5)

Dynamics of News Events and Social Media Reaction Mikalai Tsytsarau; Themis Palpanas; Malu Castellanos;



4.2 Detecting Sentiment Shifts
In this paper, we are interested in sentiment measures that are

sensitive to particular kinds of sentiment changes and that can also
be correlated with events. Nevertheless, not many studies propose
a suitable measure for opinion shifts, which can be analyzed coher-
ently with the news time series in order to extract correlations. The
particular methods which can be adopted to our problem are senti-
ment volume [10] and contradiction level [15], discussed below.

4.2.1 Sentiment Extraction
We extract texts for a particular topic using the Apache Lucene

index, by querying it for documents that contain a given topic’s
keywords. Analyzed texts are first cleaned from markup, such as
urls, user names, hashtags, and quotes in the case of tweets. Then,
we use the SentiStrength algorithm [11, 10] to extract sentiment
polarities of texts. Obtained sentiment labels S are scaled to be in
the range [-1;1], and later aggregated as real values.

4.2.2 Sentiment Volume
Thelwall et al. [10] evaluate how twitter sentiment and its vol-

ume are changing before and after news events. By analyzing the
peaks in sentiment, they show that the volume of negative senti-
ment is increasing just before an event, while there is an increase
of positive sentiment at the event’s peak intensity. Their results
indicate that external events usually lead to changes in sentiment
and, more importantly, increase the contradiction level. One more
observation made by the same authors is that the changes in sen-
timent are particularly small, making it necessary to apply more
sophisticated methods for shift detection and properly align these
small fluctuations with the underlying news time series.

Sentiment Volume is defined as the amount, or the sum of senti-
ments of the same polarity, expressed within a specified time inter-
val. It captures bursts of a particular opinion polarity, e.g., positive:

s(t) =
n

!
i=1

S+i (t), or s(t) = |S+i |(t) (12)

4.2.3 Contradiction Level
Another suitable measure for sentiment shifts is the sentiment

contradiction level [14, 15], which is based on the first statistical
moments of sentiment values. The intuition behind this measure is
that when the average sentiment value µS is close to zero, while the
sentiment variance "2

S is high, then the polarization of sentiments
is high, indicating contradiction and diversity. Combining µS and
"2

S in a single formula, the authors propose the following measure
for contradictions:

s(t) =
# ·"2

S

# +µ2
S

W (n) (13)

where n is the number of sentiments, # != 0 is the normalizing con-
stant, and W is a weight function that takes into account the sig-
nificance of sentiment statistics involved in the calculation [15]. A
distinct property of this measure is that it detects both changes of
sentiment polarity as well as temporary shifts of sentiments.

4.3 Correlating News and Sentiments
We observe that different sentiment and news measures require

different correlation methods $(s,n,% ), which also consider a time
lag between the time series, % . In the case of continuous time se-
ries, which usually deviate around their average values, we can use
the Pearson cross-correlation coefficient, which is defined as the
normalized covariance of two time series:

Figure 8: Correlated news and sentiment series from Twitter for
movie “Hangover”, where bursts are extracted using deconvolution.

$(s,n,% ) =
Cov [n(t),s(t +% )]

"s"n
(14)

However, Pearson correlation is intended to determine a linear
dependency between variables, which is hardly observable for bursty
time series such as unexpected events or sentiment contradiction.
Such time series do not have a definite average level, around which
the movement is happening. Instead, their values are outbursting
from the minimum level at some points in time. This behavior re-
quires a special correlation technique, which takes as input only the
bursty points within a specified time interval. Let’s assume that sets
of bursts for sentiment and news are denoted as St and Nt respec-
tively. Following this, any kind of binary similarity measure can be
applied, for example cosine similarity $C or Jaccard coefficient $J :

$C(s,n,% ) =
|St+% "Nt |

||St+% || ||Nt ||
, $J(s,n,% ) =

|St+% "Nt |

|St+% #Nt |
(15)

In the above equations, intersecting bursts are determined accord-
ing to some proximity region & , and in addition to counting the
number of overlapping bursts, we can apply burst weighting, for
example based on their magnitude.

While we can determine bursts of sentiments using simple meth-
ods, events require more robust methods, as can be seen in Figure 8,
where a group of two (out of three) events in the right part of the
time series are located on the monotonic slope of n(t), and are not
detectable by thresholds, or by derivative tracking. Remarkably,
deconvolution can recover these and other “hidden” events and re-
sult in a more accurate correlation. It is also crucial to consider the
level of event importance, obtained after the deconvolution, rather
than the original news volume, as can be seen in Figure 2, where
iPad 1 and iPad 2 announcements had different importance to peo-
ple (red) but almost the same volume (blue) due to a trend. Thus,
we select n(t) peaks by their level of importance, that yields the
highest correlation.

We also consider that sentiment changes may be preceded or fol-
lowed by news events with some time lag. In order to align the two
sequences, we have to determine this time lag, which is different
for different topics and media. Here again, deconvolution helps
identifying correct event timings and, therefore, time lags. It shifts
peaks backwards in time to the extent determined by a response
function and event dynamics. The optimal time lag ' can be deter-
mined by maximizing the cross-correlation coefficient over a range
of positive (reaction) and negative (anticipation) time lags % :

' = argmax
%

[$(s,n,% )] (16)

An unconstrained optimization is inefficient, since it requires com-
puting correlation for every parameter % , whereas a heuristic opti-
mization can produce wrong results, when news time sequence is
a repetitive process. To overcome this, the absolute time lag must
not exceed the first maximum of the news autocorrelation function.
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We use Cosine and Jackard similarity to measure correlation:

Jackard
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7.4.1 Correlating News and Sentiments

We consider several measures of the aggregated sentiment features s(t), which we call sentiment
interestingness time series. These time series require different correlation methods !(s,n).

In the case of continuous and smooth time series with the characteristic pendulum behavior
(e.g., average sentiment), we can use the Pearson cross-correlation coefficient, which is defined
as the normalized covariance of the two time series:
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Cov [n(t),s(t+" )]

#s#n
(7.9)

However, Pearson correlation is intended to determine a linear dependency between vari-
ables, which is hardly observable for bursty time series such as unexpected events or sentiment
contradiction. Such time series do not have a definite average level, around which the move-
ment is happening. Instead, their values are outbursting from the minimum level at some points
in time. This behavior requires a special correlation technique, which takes as input only the
bursty points within a specified time interval. Let’s assume that sets of bursts for sentiment
and news are denoted as St and Nt respectively. Following this, any kind of binary similarity
measure can be applied, for example cosine similarity or Jaccard coefficient:

!(s,n," ) =
|St+" !Nt |
||St+" || ||Nt||

, !(s,n," ) =
|St+" !Nt |
|St+" "Nt |

(7.10)

In the above equations, intersecting bursts are determined according to some proximity region
$ , and one of the time series is shifted in time by some constant delay " . In addition to counting
the number of overlapping bursts, we can apply burst weighting, for example based on their
magnitude.

We consider that sentiment changes may be preceded by the news events with some delay.
In order to align the two sequences, we have to determine the time lag between them, which is
generally different for different domains (compare home appliances and cell phones). It can be
determined by maximizing the cross-correlation coefficient:

%= argmax" [!(s,n," )] (7.11)

where " is the time lag constant (unknown). However, a direct optimization method has certain
computational inefficiency, since it requires computing the correlation for every candidate pa-
rameter " . Moreover, a news time sequence can be the result of a repetitive or regular process,
leading to a non-monotonic cross-correlation. To reduce the negative effect of both problems,
we need to develop an effective way of estimating the boundaries for the the time lag.
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Time lag ! is adjusted until the correlation becomes the largest:
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Correlation Evaluation - Results

Topic Name
Type Num

Contradiction PosVolume NegVolume
Measures !C lag !C lag !C lag

Hangover lin 20 0.68 0.0 0.65 0.0 0.60 2.0
Ice Age exp 22 0.58 0.6 0.66 -1.0 0.65 1.6
Harry Potter exp 13 0.42 1.7 0.57 0.0 0.45 1.7
LCROSS hyp 12 0.65 -0.9 0.73 -1.5 0.70 -1.4
CERN LHC hyp 21 0.68 1.0 0.61 1.0 0.54 -1.4
NASA hyp 6 0.67 -1.5 0.72 1.5 0.74 -1.5
Michael Jackson hyp 14 0.54 -1.3 0.49 1.5 0.51 -1.1
Eclipse hyp 6 0.67 -1.4 0.42 2.1 0.50 1.9
Swine Flu exp 19 0.58 0.6 0.59 0.0 0.56 -0.5
Barack Obama hyp 17 0.60 -1.6 0.55 0.0 0.47 0.6
Iran Election hyp 17 0.51 -0.5 0.47 0.0 0.53 1.6
Iraq hyp 22 0.61 -1.6 0.58 -1.6 0.74 0.6
Follow Friday lin 20 0.83 -1.3 0.62 0.7 0.75 -1.4
"Aquila Summit" exp 30 0.79 0.5 0.83 0.9 0.96 -0.5
"Beer Summit" hyp 6 0.71 0.8 0.62 0.9 0.71 -0.8
Transformers exp 16 0.56 -1.8 0.58 0.6 0.51 -1.9
Facebook hyp 15 0.60 -1.2 0.50 0.8 0.56 -1.3
TwitterPeek hyp 6 0.72 -1.3 0.72 0.0 0.77 0.0
Leica hyp 22 0.70 0.0 0.60 -1.7 0.80 -0.5
Gmail hyp 20 0.71 0.6 0.55 -1.9 0.67 0.6
Super Bowl lin 20 0.71 0.0 0.53 -1.6 0.71 0.0
Google Wave hyp 11 0.50 0.5 0.67 -1.0 0.51 0.5

Table 2: Correlation between sentiment shifts and events in Twitter.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Our evaluation of news dynamics and their impact on sentiments

is the first systematic work in this direction, which employs a thor-
ough and principled modeling of news distribution in various media
and studies news interaction with sentiments. We develop a novel
model of news event dynamics, which allows to capture meaning-
ful and important characteristics of news events. Our model can ac-
commodate various response functions, suitable for different cases,
which should not necessarily be expressed as a differential equa-
tion, but can be learned from the data. The results obtained by
applying our methods to different real datasets confirm their ro-
bustness and universality. Nevertheless, they also reveal that we
need to address several more major challenges.

First, we observe that while different media have preferences for
particular response dynamics, these are often determined by event
types and topics. Thus, we need to extend our method of news
volume deconvolution so that it will automatically determine the
best model for every particular event and process the corresponding
time interval individually. The choice of the suitable deconvolution
model can be based on the (learned) preferences of the given media
and topic, but should also take model fitness into account. Above
all, this involves a refinement of the events importance model and
development of a robust and precise deconvolution optimization
strategy.

We also observe the existence of different parameters of response
dynamics for various events even during the same topic time series.
Each of these events has a different importance, and also a different
impact on sentiments, suggesting that it is possible to predict sen-
timent changes. In order to do that, we need to take into account
the type of response dynamics (mrf ) in addition to the event’s im-
portance level, creating a more elaborate causality model. Still,
predicting the types of these possible changes requires building a
database of event and sentiment shift profiles, and constructing a
classifier model based on these features. We aim at creating such a
dataset as our next step towards the final solution.

Finally, we speculate that sentiment shifts may be caused by
events on related topics, in addition to events on the same topic.
This leads to the necessity for a more advanced correlation and
causality modeling, in order to predict sentiment shifts across re-
lated topics.
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